Dear Reader,

We began this journal two years ago with the goal of providing a forum through which undergraduates interested in research could present their work at a professional level, giving them the exposure and experience to help them transition into such a career.

Last year, we had an outstanding inaugural issue. We published five articles covering a wide range of topics written by students from across the United States. This year, we were happy to have expanded our journal to an international level. Inside our second annual issue, you will find four articles, again covering a variety of topics from molecular dynamics to molecular biology.

Once again, we would like to thank Rice University for sponsoring us and all of the people who have contributed to helping us meet our goals with RUR.

Akash J. Patel
Editor-in-Chief, RUR
Rice University, ’03

Questions or Comments regarding RUR and those interested in submitting a review for the 2004 issue should direct their inquiries to the 2004 Editor-in-Chief, Peter Lee at “pllee@rice.edu”.